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So a ■on #monkeypox. I am not an expert on the pathogen, BUT right now many of the cases are in gay men and I

know something about infectious diseases among men who have sex with men. 1/

First, it is not a gay disease as @klts0 @Neurofourier and @Boghuma have said. If you are say it is, you are

perpetuating stigma and ignorance, damaging the public health response to this and endangering lives. 2/

https://speakingofmedicine.plos.org/2022/05/19/monkeypox-is-not-a-gay-disease/

The disease spreads by close physical contact--and this is the setting in which most cases have been found in this global

set of outbreaks, most likely disseminated via large social events. 3/

The answer isn't shut down all these parties, tell gay men to stop having sex at them or dancing in close proximity to

each other. It won't work. It hasn't worked for HIV or other kinds of infectious disease outbreaks among gay men. 4/

A friend has said this is what we do:

1. Don’t panic.

2. Don’t stigmatize.

3. Don’t suddenly become sex-negative.

4. EDUCATE men on what to watch out for.

5. Ask people to stay home if they’re sick or have some unusual lesion pop up (even if they aren’t planning to have sex).

5/

"If we jump to 'cancel events and stop having sex,' we lose any hope of an effective response later if this doesn’t burn

itself out." 6/

So we know what to do. But there are always people ready to use disease to stigmatize and scapegoat. Call it out if you

see it. 7/

And orgs like @GMHC @CallenLorde @APLAHealth @SFAIDSFound @HRC @AIDSUnitedChi @SouthernAIDSCo

@LambdaLegal @hivlawandpolicy @whitmanwalker need to step up and lead. 8/

And @CDCgov needs to bring in the #LGBTIQ community ASAP as well as #HIV organizations. This isn't our first time

at the rodeo. end/

Oh and PS, if you want to follow a REAL #monkeypox expert, follow @arimoin! And that ends this public service

announcement!
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